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Abstract— Construction of Signal sets with low correlation 
property is of interest to designers of CDMA systems. One of the 
preferred ways of constructing such sets is the Interleaved 
construction which uses two sequences a and b with 2-level 
autocorrelation and a shift sequence e. The shift sequence has to 
satisfy certain conditions for the resulting signal set to have low 
correlation properties. This article shows that the conditions 
reported in literature are too strong and give a version which 
results in more number of shift sequences. An open problem on 
existence of shift sequences for attaining an interleaved set with 
maximum correlation value of v+2 is also taken up and solved.
Index Terms— Pseudo-random sequence, Interleaved 
sequences, cross/autocorrelation function, maximum cross-
correlation, shift sequences.                                                                                                    
                                      I.    INTRODUCTION
ONSTRUCTION of signal sets with good correlation 
properties is of interest to designers of CDMA systems 
and Spread Spectrum systems. Among the various ways of 
constructing signal sets Gold [9], Kasami [5], Interleaved [1],
Bent [6,7,8], Interleaved Constructions is interesting because 
of the larger number of sequence sets and good non-linearity 
properties it provides. 
Interleaved signal sets are constructed by taking two sequences 
with 2-level autocorrelation and combining them under control 
of a shift sequence e. There are conditions [1] that this shift 
sequence has to satisfy for resulting sets to have the maximum 
correlation value  ≤ 2v+3. This article shows that the 
condition[1] is strong. That is, there are shift sequences which 
do not satisfy the condition but still attain the bound.  In [2] a 
condition was proposed for shift sequences, which if satisfied 
would lead to construction of signal sets with  ≤ v+2.  The 
existence of such shift sequences was left as an open problem. 
It is shown in this paper that shift sequences satisfying the 
condition given do not exist.
      This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we give 
some preliminary concepts about sequences that we use in this 
paper (for more theory on sequences refer [2,10]). In Section 
III, interleaved construction and the condition on shift 
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sequence are given along with a concrete example. We also
give the modified version of the condition and argue about its 
correctness. In Section IV we state the open problem from [2], 
and then solve it.
              
                     II.    PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present some preliminaries about sequences. 
We will use the following notation throughout the paper.
- p, a prime integer.
- Zv represents the ring of integers modulo v.
- Fq =GF(q), a field with q elements.
-Fp
n = {(x0, x1, x2,…,xn-1) xi  Fp }, a vector space over Fp.
-  a = {ai }, a sequence over Fp. If a is a periodic sequence            
with period v, then we denote a = (a0, a1, a2, … , av-1),
Let a = {ai} be a p-ary sequence over Fp. The left shift 
operator L on a is defined as L(a) = a1,a2,a3, …, i.e. the left 
shift operator L when applied to a sequence will shift the 
sequence to left by one position..
For any i > 0, Li(a) = ai, ai+1, ai+2, … , is said to be phase shift 
of a. Two periodic sequences a and b are shift equivalent if 
there exists an integer k such that ai = bi+k ,  i  0. 
Otherwise they are said to be shift distinct.
Correlation
Let a = (a0, a1, a2,…, av-1) and b = (b0, b1, b2, … , bv-1) be two 
sequences over Fp with period v, their crosscorrelation 
function 
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Where   = e2i/p , a p-th primitive root of unity.
 If b = a, then Ca,a () is called an autocorrelation function of 
a, denoted by C(). If
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 then we say that the sequence a has a (ideal) 2-level 
autocorrelation function.
If a and b are shift distinct and Ca,b() ≤  for any , where 
is a constant close to v , the square root of v. then we say 
that a and b have low crosscorrelation function.
Let sj = (sj,0, sj,1, sj,2, …, sj,v-1) , 0 ≤ j < r be r shift distinct 
sequences over Fp of period v. let S = (s0, s1, s2, …, sr-1) and    
 = maxCsi,sj()  for any  0 ≤  < v, 0 ≤ i, j < r, 
where   0 if i = j.
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2Then we say that the set S has low cross-correlation. We call S
a  (v, r, ) signal set [4]. 
Interleaved Sequences                      
 Let u = (u0, u1, u2,…, ust-1) be a sequence over Fp of period st,
where both s and t are not equal to 1. We can arrange the 
elements of the sequence u into an s by t array as follows:
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If each column vector of the above array is either phase shift 
of a sequence over Fp, say a, of period s, or zero sequence, 
then we say that u is an (s, t) interleaved sequence over Fp [3]. 
We also say that A is the matrix form of u. let Aj be j
th column 
vector of A, then A = (A0, A1, A2,…, At-1). We call the Aj
column sequences of u (or component sequences of u).
According to the definition, Aj is a transpose of either )(aL j
e ,
or ( 0, 0, 0, ... , 0). But we omit the transpose and write Aj
= )(aL je , 0 ≤ j < t - 1 where we denote ej =  if Aj =(0, 0, 0, 
… , 0). We say u is an (s, t) interleaved sequence associated 
with (a, e). and e= (e0, e1, e2,, ... , et-1)  is called a shift 
sequence of u. 
In interleaved construction of signal sets with low correlation, 
we start with sequences a, b of period v with 2-level 
autocorrelation, and a shift sequence e. First an interleaved 
sequence u is constructed using a and e. The signal set S =
{u+Li(b) | 0≤ i <v } has low correlation properties provided 
sequence e satisfies certain conditions.
In order to conveniently study the conditions on the shift 
sequence  e, we extend it from (e0, e1,, e2,… , ev-1 ) Zvv to (e0,
e1, e2,, ..., e2v-1)   Zv2v by defining     ev+j = 1 + ej ,  0 ≤  j  <  v              
Lemma [1]: Let sh and sk be two sequences in S. Let  = rv + s
with 0 ≤ s < v, r  0. then Ch,k(), the cross-correlation between
sh and sk , can be computed by 
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       Where dj=bh+j - bk+s+j  and tj = ej+s - ej + r.
Note: we use ev +j = ej + 1 where j   0.
Following the approach used in proof of Theorem 2 [1] it can 
be shown that cross-correlation will be
      Ch,k() = - Ca(r)    {1,-v} when s = 0,
and when s≠ 0, the maximum magnitude of cross-correlation is 
given by
    1 + (v+1)( Number of times tj  0 mod v)  
For a given pair of sequences, for a given shift, knowing the 
number of times tj  0 mod v, will help in determining the 
magnitude of cross-correlation
III. SHIFT SEQUENCES FOR INTERLEAVED CONSTRUCTION
  Interleaved Construction
This construction gives signal sets of the form  (v2, v + 1, 2v +
3) where v is either prime or of form 2n-1.
Given two binary sequences a, b of period v with 2-level 
autocorrelation, let e = (e0, e1, e2,…, ev-1),  ei  Zv be the shift 
sequence. u is interleaved sequence  whose jth column 
sequence is )(aL je
Signal set  S ={Sj  j = 0, 1, 2, ..., v - 1}  {u}
                      Where  Sj = u + L
j(b)  ,  0 ≤  j < v.
If the shift sequence e satisfies [1]
{ej - ej+s : 0 ≤ j < v - s} = v - s, for all s, 1 ≤ s < v  (A)
then the signal set S is of type  (v2, v + 1, 2v + 3).  
To show that the condition (A) is too strong, we give a shift 
sequence e which does not satisfy (A) but gives a (v2, v + 1, 2v
+ 3) signal set when combined with sequences with 2-level 
autocorrelation. 
Example 
For v=7, e=(0 0 1 0 6 3 5)  with a=(1 0 0 1 1 1 0 ) b=(1 0 0 1 
0 1 1) gives a (49,8,17) signal set. It can be verified that e does 
not satisfy (4). In particular, 
For s=1, {ej - ej+s : 0 ≤ j < v - s} = {0,6,1,1,3,5} =5 
Where as    v- s= 7-1 = 6
A more general condition on e will be in terms of the extended 
shift sequence where ek = ek-v +1 for k ≥ v
The shift sequence e should be such that for all s, 1 ≤ s< v any 
element in the multiset, {ej - ej+s : 0 ≤ j < v }  has at most two 
repetitions    (B) 
(A multiset is a collection of elements where repetition is 
allowed.)
All the proofs for sequence set properties in [1] hold without 
any modification for this condition. In fact in the proof of the 
Theorem 2 in [1] it is shown that for the correlation properties, 
the requirement on e sequence is that the number of times
tj  0 mod v 
is at most 2. Or in other words after substituting for tj, for fixed 
r and s, the number of times the equation 
     ej -  ej+s  r mod v, 0 ≤ j < v  
is satisfied is at most 2 which is same as condition (B) 
It can be verified that shift sequence given in example above
satisfies condition (B) and hence gives a (49, 8, 17) set. 
It is possible to show that condition (A) implies condition (B)
Lemma: Condition (A) implies condition (B)
Proof: Suppose a shift sequence e satisfies condition (A) but 
not (B). Then for some s, there exists at least three values of j
(say j1  ,j2 and ,j3) for which ej - ej+s evaluates to the same value 
modulo v.
For convenience let L1 denote the sequence of values ( ej - ej+s
: 0 ≤ j < v – s) and L2 denote ( ej - ej+s : v-s ≤ j < v ). Then we 
have two cases-
3Case 1: At least two of the ji’s are in L1 which mean a 
repetition of values in L1 for shift s, so condition (A) is not 
satisfied which contradicts our assumption
Case 2: At most one of the ji’s is in L1. This means at least two 
of them are in L2. That is 
|{ ej - ej+s : v-s ≤ j < v }| < s
 |{ ej - ej+s-v +1 : v-s ≤ j < v }| < s     since ej+s =ej+s-v + 1 
 |{ ej - ej+s-v : v-s ≤ j < v }| < s     
Substituting k for j+s-v we have
|{ ek+v-s - ek : 0  ≤ k  < s  }| < s
Substituting v-s by s’ we have    
|{  ek+s’ - ek: 0  ≤ k < v-s’ }| <  v-s’
 |{ ek - ek+s’ : 0  ≤ k < v-s’ }| <  v-s’
which again contradicts our starting assumption that (A) was 
satisfied.
This proves that (A)  (B).
IV. NON-EXISTENCE OF SHIFT SEQUENCES SATISFYING 
STRONGER CONDITION
A research problem was suggested in [2] (Problem 9 of 
Chapter 10). The problem statement is given below
Problem: For an interleaved signal set with parameters    (v2,
v+1, 2v+3), the crosscorrelation of any pair of the sequences 
in the signal set or the out-of-phase autocorrelation of any 
sequence in the signal set will be reduced to the set   {1, -v, 
v+2} if the shift sequence satisfies the following condition: 
for all 1 ≤ s <v,                  
{ej -  ej+s : 0 ≤ j < v - s}
          {ev-s+j - ej - 1: 0 ≤ j < s} = v                  (1)
Does such a vector e exist? 
The condition (1) can be equivalently written as
For all 1 ≤ s <v,                  
{ek -  ek+s : 0 ≤ k < v - s}
          {ek - ek+s-v - 1:  v-s ≤ k < v} = v               (2)
We will show that such sequences do not exist for v >2.
Suppose we have such an e. Pick any s, 1 ≤  s < v, and label 
the differences as  ak s    We have 
   (ek - ek + s)     ak mod v , k = 0, 1, 2, 3,  …, v – s– 1
  (ek - ek + s-v -1)   ak mod v , k = v – s, . .. , v – 1
Where ais are the shifted difference modulo v for the shift s.
Adding all the equations we get
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The condition all aks are unique modulo v, 0 ≤  ak < v with k = 
0, 1, 2, …, v-1 means {ak : 0 ≤ k < v }= {0, 1, …, v - 1}. So 
the RHS  


1
0
v
k
ka = v(v-1)/2       0 mod v for odd v 
                                                    v/2 for even v
irrespective of the value of s. Whereas, on the LHS the eks 
cancel out and the equation becomes - s  v(v-1)/2   mod v,   
for all s, 1 ≤  s <  v.
Which is not possible as RHS is a fixed value for all the shifts 
s(even though individual ajs will be different for each s, the set 
of ais will always be {0, 1, 2, …, v - 1}) and the value on LHS 
is changing. 
Hence the assumption that all ais are unique is false, ie. No 
such e vector exists for v >2. 
When v=2, there is only one shift s =1 to be checked for 
distinctness of the differences so the contradiction above is 
avoided. The shift sequence (0,1) satisfies the condition.
However in this case v+2 = v2 and the benefits of low 
correlation are not realised.
V.SUMMARY
Gong [1] has given condition for shift sequences so that the 
resulting interleaved sequences have correlation bounded by 
2v+3. This condition was shown to be too strong with the help 
of a concrete example that it was sufficient but not necessary 
for obtaining correlation bound of 2v+3. The actual condition 
implicit in the proof of Theorem 2 of [1] in terms of the 
extended shift sequence was stated.  A proof that Gong’s 
condition implies the condition on extended sequence was also 
given.
A research problem (Problem 9, Chapter 10) [2] about 
existence of shift sequences for obtaining a correlation 
bounded by v+2 was considered and solved. 
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